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MISANO ADRIATICO, ITALY 22 NOVEMBER 2018

LESS CARS, MORE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
On November 22nd, in Misano Adriatico, there was a seminar entitled: “Meno auto e più relazioni sociali”. Speakers were JOHAN HEICHELMANN, from Danish bicycle Embassy and PAOLO GANDOLFI, architect, urbanist and promoter for a law on cycling in Italy.
Discussion focused on the idea to promote bicycle use, not only through new bicycle lanes, but also by appealing to lifestyle, good practises, and on assessing how using a specific means of transportation is affecting social relationships.
These considerations are related to education, especially with the youngest demographics.
The seminar is part of the dissemination activity of EU project MOBILITAS, Interreg Med programme, on sustainable mobility and IDEAL, Italy Croatia programme, on climate change.

VENICE, Italy 11 OCTOBER 2018

MOBILITAS AT CONNETTERE, VENICE 11/10/2018
Università luav di Venezia organized on 11/10/2018 CONNETTERE, an initiative aimed at encouraging the exchange of expertise and knowledge amongst local authorities and luav for the elaboration of shared European projects and future strategies concerning environment, innovation, and social integration. During the meeting, the MOBILITAS project was presented to a large number of stakeholders and researchers.
Recently, Università Iuav di Venezia has started several partnerships with local Italian authorities in order to implement joint projects concerning innovation, environment and social integration.

Within this event, MOBILITAS project was presented to the local authorities and to other European Project partners. The main objective of MOBILITAS – make mobility in coastal tourist areas more sustainable – was a field of interest for many stakeholders. Thanks to this event, it has been possible to present to a wide network of local authorities and researchers the main activities developed by the unit research of Mr. Silvio Nocera (mobility scenarios and elaboration of SUMP and STM policy documents) and the pilot actions of the project partners that will be finalized by the end of April 2019.

The positive discussion held at the end of CONNETTERE has also involved the Municipality of Misano Adriatico, partner of two European Project: MOBILITAS and iDEAL (funded by Interreg Italy-Croatia program).

LIMASSOL, Cyprus 22-24 October 2018

The Mobilitas project partners meeting took place 22.10.-24.10.2018. in Limassol, Cyprus. This was one of the last meetings before the implementation of pilot projects that were discussed during the event! In Platres participants took a walk where the partner showed the locations where the e-bike center was announced in cooperation with Nextbike Cyprus and the electric car charging station within the project.

On the first day of the meeting, the partners presented their strategic documents that were developed just as a basis for the implementation of pilot activities.
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ZADAR, CROATIA SEPTEMBER 2018

ZADAR, Croatia, September 2018

European Mobility Week was held at the end of September in Zadar. The initiative encourages European cities and towns to introduce and promote sustainable means of transportation and motivates the citizens to try out alternatives to car use. Within Zadar’s Mobility Week, that was held under the motto “Zadar dira i kombinira” (Zadar mixes and moves), Zadar County Development Agency ZADRA NOVA promoted its European funded projects that deal with the topic of sustainable urban mobility in the broader Zadar area.

During the two-day manifestation whose goal was to influence the awareness of the citizens and motivate them to use the public transportation and go to work, to school or shopping by foot or pedalling, the citizens of Zadar were acquainted with the project activities of the MOBILITAS – MOBility for nearLy-zero CO2 in medITerranean tourism destinAtionS project.

The pilot activity of the project MOBILITAS includes setting up a platform with parking sensors at a chosen location in town with the accompanying application that is supposed to facilitate the process of finding free parking spaces for all targeted groups.

WE WISH YOU HAPPY, HEALTHY AND SUCCESSFUL 2019!